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ABSTRACT
Covid-19 has radically changed our lives, with many gov-
ernments and businesses mandating work-from-home and
remote teaching. However, work-from-home policy is not
always known globally, and even when enacted, compliance
can vary. These uncertainties suggest a need to measure
work-from-home and confirm actual policy implementation.
Work-from-home changes which networks people use dur-
ing the day. Some networks reflect the presence of computers
with more public IP addresses that respond to pings. Our
insight is that we can detect workday networks by their diur-
nal and weekly patterns of IP address response, then detect
work-from-home when those patterns change. We develop
new algorithms to extract these patterns from existing, con-
tinuous, global scans of most of the responsive IPv4 Internet
(about 5.1M /24 blocks). Applications of these new algorithms
to existing data allow us to study the period before and af-
ter the spread of Covid-19 to see the global reaction. We
demonstrate this algorithm in networks with known ground
truth, evaluate the data reconstruction and algorithm design
choices with studies of real-world data, and validate our ap-
proach testing random samples against news reports. We use
our algorithms to identify changes that are consistent with
Covid-19 actions, and also identify a government-mandated
Internet shutdown that was not Covid-related. Our results
show the opportunity to use Internet observation to infer
real-world behavior and policies.

KEYWORDS
InternetMeasurement, Active Probing, Covid-19,Work-from-
Home

1 INTRODUCTION
In 2020, the Covid-19 pandemic has completely changed our
lives. Media reports show millions of people are forced to
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stay at home, with some working from home and others
becoming unemployed [19].
However reactions to Covid-19 are not always certain.

Public reports of Covid-19 responses (such as stay-at-home)
are not always timely—the policy in some countries may
be unclear abroad, and its implementation may be uneven.
Even when a government establishes a policy, the people
may embrace or reject that policy, so actual participation
may diverge [37]. For these reasons we would like to confirm
actual stay-at-home practice.
The Internet has changed the ways in which we inter-

act with society, and Covid-19 has increased our Internet
use [45]. As one example, early in the pandemic streaming
media providers reduced video quality to manage increased
use [23]. Facebook reported a sharp 20% increase in traf-
fic in late March after widespread stay-at-home [21]. Re-
searchers saw a similar 15–20% increase in traffic at IXPs
in mid-March [38]. Changes depend on the perspective of
the observer: mobile (cellular) networks show a 25% drop
in traffic and a decrease in user mobility as people stay at
home [47]. While how the Internet changes varies, these
changes hold the potential to allow us to actually observe
use and compliance with stay-at-home orders, if they can be
interpreted correctly.

In this paper we look at Internet address use as an indication
of stay-at-home. Many people use mobile devices (laptops,
tablets, smartphones) on the Internet at the home and office,
and these devices acquire IP addresses when they are using
the Internet. Often these addresses are dynamically allocated
using protocols such as DHCP. In many networks today,
these dynamic allocations use private address space [53], in
some cases these changes in use are visible in the public IPv4
addresses space [25, 49, 50, 52, 63].
Our premise is that we can see these changes in public

IPv4 address usage, and that it can be interpreted to indicate
stay-at-home behavior. We expect to see increased address
use at home networks and decreased use of office and school
networks. We hope that this information can provide infor-
mation about stay-at-home activity in places where policies
are unknown and about compliance with stay-at-home in
places where compliance is uncertain.
We explore this question by developing new algorithms

that can track changes in address usage through new analysis
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of ongoing active scanning for Internet outage detection [51].
This approach has the advantage of broad, long-term, fine-
grained coverage—measurements go to 4 to 5 million /24
IPv4 networks, have taken place consistently since 2014,
and it provides new data about individual addresses every
11 minutes. Reusing existing data is necessary to capture
changes that happened when Covid-19 spread globally in
early 2020. However, re-analysis of existing data requires
care, since probing rates vary and the probing mechanism is
tuned for other purposes.

The first contribution of our work is to define a new algo-
rithm that identifies changes in network usage of each /24
IPv4 block, a signal that correlates with work-from-home
(§2). We examine the active state of /24 blocks by counting
the number of active IPv4 addresses—those that reply to an
ICMP echo request. We find change-sensitive network blocks,
where the number of active IPv4 addresses reflect the number
of individuals actively using the network in that location, and
we see noticeable diurnal changes. Our algorithm identifies
these blocks, determines long-term trends that may indicate
changes in usage, and detects changes in these trends that
correlate with work-from-home.

Our second contribution is to validate this algorithm against
real-world data. We learn from known cases of Covid-related
work-from-home where we know ground truth (§3). We
systematically evaluate how the design decisions made in
our algorithm (§4). Finally, we validate detection of inferred
work-from-home (§4.5) and demonstrate that our approach
discovers Covid-related changes (§4.6), using random sam-
ples tested against public news reports.
Our final contribution is to apply our algorithm to study

447k change-sensitive blocks worldwide over the first six
month of 2020 (§5). We evaluate known real-world events,
like changes in Wuhan in January 2020, and we discover
Covid-related events unknown to us in India and the Philip-
pines. Our algorithm also identifies non-Covid-related Inter-
net shutdowns in India in February 2020.

Our source data is already available at no cost, and we plan
to make the data resulting from our work and our analysis
software available with the publication of our paper.
Although we examine IP addresses to observe behavior

resulting from individual actions, we use IP addresses in the
aggregate and do not relate them to specific individuals. Our
work has therefore been classified as non-human-subjects
research by our university’s IRB (USC #UP-20-00909)..

2 METHODOLOGY
To detect changes in Internet use and infer work-from-home,
we begin with address scans, then filter and analyze the data
with the following steps:

(1) Probe IP addresses for activity
(2) Identify active addresses by accumulating partial scans

(3) Identify change-sensitive blocks
(4) De-trend address usage
(5) Detect changes in usage
(6) Combining data from multiple observers

2.1 Probing IP Addresses For Activity
Our approach observes active probing of the IPv4 address
space. We require that many active IP addresses be probed,
that it reports both positive and negative or non-replies, and
that each address should be reprobed frequently enough so
that we can detect diurnal changes in address response.
2.1.1 Potential Data Sources. In principle, any frequent pub-
lic scan of the IP space can serve as input, such as data from
USC’s IPv4 census and surveys [43] or Trinocular outage
scans [51], CAIDA’s Archipelago [26], ZMap [35], or Cen-
sys’s scans [34]. Of these, we currently focus on Trinocular
because it is constantly updating information about millions
of IPv4 blocks every 11 minutes, and it provides data taken
24x7 since November 2013. Critically to our work, it includes
data from months before and after Covid-19 swept the globe.
While it provides complete coverage, it adds some addresses
incrementally (from 1 to 16 addresses) following a known,
deterministic pattern, each 11 minutes [20]. In §2.2 we dis-
cuss how we assemble these observations into a complete
picture.

Alternative datasets include USC surveys, ZMap, CAIDA
Archipelago, and Census. USC Internet surveys cover all IP
addresses in each /24 block, but only for about 40k blocks
for two-week periods. We use survey data for validation
in §4.2. ZMap has run quick, complete scans on occasion,
but it reports only positive replies and it stateless probing
requires that we infer negative results. Archipelago covers
all routed /24s blocks, but it is too slow for our purposes, with
teams 17-18 probers covering all routed blocks every 2-3 days.
Censys scans emphasize daily services and certificates on
hosts and not changes in reachability over a single day. Both
are potential input sources, but bulk availability of timely
data is unclear.
Another option is to deploy our own probing. While it

would be ideal to optimize probing for our purposes, our
desire to see what happened before and as Covid-19 began
in 2020 requires that we use existing datasets to perform
the analysis. In addition, high-rate probing imposes a small
but non-zero cost on the world’s networks, motivating us to
maximize reuse where possible. Reuse also avoids duplica-
tion of existing opt-out mechanisms and abuse handling, a
noticeable operational cost of sustained probing.
2.1.2 Datasets Used In This Paper. This paper uses the datasets
listed in Table 1. We obtained this data as collected and pro-
vided at no cost to researchers. We plan to make the results
of our analysis available on similar terms.
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abbr. dataset name start duration
2019q4-w internet_outage_adaptive_a38w-20191001 2019-10-01 12 weeks
2020q1-w internet_outage_adaptive_a39w-20200101 2020-01-01 12
2020q2-w internet_outage_adaptive_a40w-20200401 2020-04-01 12
2020q1-j internet_outage_adaptive_a39j-20200101 2020-01-01 12
2020q2-j internet_outage_adaptive_a40j-20200401 2020-04-01 12
2020q1-n internet_outage_adaptive_a39n-20200101 2020-01-01 12
2020q2-n internet_outage_adaptive_a40n-20200401 2020-04-01 12
2020q1-e internet_outage_adaptive_a39e-20200101 2020-01-01 12
2020q2-e internet_outage_adaptive_a40e-20200401 2020-04-01 12
2020q1-g internet_outage_adaptive_a39g-20200101 2020-01-01 12
2020q2-g internet_outage_adaptive_a40g-20200401 2020-04-01 12
2020it89-w internet_address_survey_reprobing_it89w-20200219 2020-02-19 2

Table 1: Datasets used in this paper. w: ISI-West in Los Angeles; j: Japan data from Keio University (SJF campus)
near Tokyo; n: Netherlands data from SurfNet; e: ISI-East data from near Washington, DC; g: Greek data from
Athens University of Economics in Business.

2.2 Identifying Active Addresses
As described above, we reuse existing data to provide visibil-
ity into the Internet before and at the onset of Covid-19, and
to avoid duplicating existing measurements. We reuse data
from Trinocular [51]. Trinocular scans the visible Internet
incrementally, so we need to reconstruct the state of the
Internet from these incremental results.

Re-analysis of Trinocular begins by determining the state
of all addresses in the block by accumulating data over mul-
tiple Trinocular rounds. We assume addresses do not change
state until they are re-scanned. We accumulate addresses
until we have observed every active address in the block.
At that point, we begin updating our prior estimate as new
observations arrive. Thus we generate new estimates of the
number of active addresses every 11 minutes, but each esti-
mate reflects data from multiple prior rounds.
The exact time needed to report on all addresses in a

block varies as function of how full the block appears to be
(Trinocular scans only addresses that have been active in
the last two years, the ever active addressees) and how many
addresses currently respond (Trinocular stops scanning each
round when it gets enough responses). In §4.1 we examine
how long this takes in practice for our goal, building on
prior work that reconstructed block state for a subset of
blocks [20].
The idea of our algorithm is to track the state of IP ad-

dresses (either up, down, or unknown) of /24 blocks for every
11 minutes round, keep updating the active states when the
state of IP addresses are changed at this round, and count
the number of active addresses of /24 blocks at specific time
when all addresses in the ever-active list have been probed.

Once we have obtained the active states of all addresses
that are in pre-generated ever-active IP addresses list, mean-
ing no address is marked as unknown, we then output the

number of currently active addresses for each /24 block. The
corresponding timestamp is the round in which all addresses
in the ever-active list have a determined active state. We
regard all previous round as a full round.

In the following round, as long as one address changes its
active state (from up to down or from down to up), we will
output a new number of active addresses at that timestamp.

2.3 Identifying Change-sensitive Blocks
To detect work-from-home we must have blocks where ad-
dress changes reflect people’s daily schedules. We call such
blocks change sensitive, and identify them by two character-
istics: first, they show a regular, diurnal pattern; second, they
need to show enough swing (change) in the number of active
addresses between day and night that we can detect changes
in use with confidence.

Figure 1a shows an example change-sensitive block. This
graph shows the number of active addresses in this block
over three months (the blue line). We usually see five clear
bumps corresponding to the work week, followed by two
days of flat behavior. This block is at USC, so we confirm
these changes correspond to laptops using DHCP-assigned
IP addresses from discussions with the network operators. In
addition, these three months included two 3-day weekends
both of which show up with 4 (not 5) workdays.
Our approach must look for blocks that reveal people’s

daily work schedules. To identify these blocks, we examine
all ping-responsive blocks and look for blocks showing diur-
nal changes that are large enough to reliable detect. In §4.3
we show that between 168k and 450k blocks meet these two
requirements, depending on how much and how long we
collect data.

Diurnal blocks:We identify diurnal blocks by taking the
FFT of the active-address time series and looking for energy
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(c) STL trend with detections (top) and CUSUM sums (bottom).

Figure 1: A laboratory (128.9.144.0/24) illustrating ad-
dress usage changes due to work-from-home.

in frequencies corresponding to 24 hours (or harmonics of
that frequency). This approach follows that developed in
prior work [52], which showed that IP addresses often reflect
diurnal behavior, particularly in Asia, South America, and
Eastern Europe.
Sudden absence of the diurnal pattern indicates a net-

work change consistent with work-from-home. The block
of Figure 1a is diurnal from 2020-01-01 to 2020-03-15 and
becomes flat after 2020-03-15, corresponding to the start of
work-from-home. Because we look for absence of diurnal
changes in previously diurnal blocks, we must establish a
pre-Covid baseline. In §4.3 we show that the first month of
2020 provides a good baseline.

Persistent daily swing:We look for blocks that have a
“significant” daily swing in addresses so we are not making
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Figure 2: Cumulative distribution of maximum daily
swing of all diurnal blocks in 2020q1.

decisions of just one or two addresses. We define the daily
swing as the difference between minimum and maximum
number of active addresses over the midnight-to-midnight
UTC 24-hour window .
We define significant swing as a change of 5 or more ad-

dresses, based on evaluation of the data. (Too large a thresh-
old will reduce the number of accepted blocks, but too small
makes the algorithm vulnerable to noise.)
Figure 2 shows that there are around 90% diurnal blocks

with maximum daily swing greater than 5.
Although we require a daily swing, many blocks (like

Figure 1a) show use primarily during the work week and not
on weekends and holidays. We therefore require blocks to
have a significant daily swing for at least 4 of 7 consecutive
days. We consider it as one seasonal week. We filter blocks
that have daily swing greater than 5 and at least one seasonal
week.

2.4 De-trending Address Usage
We look for diurnal blocks with swings to find blocks that
reflect the network usage at work, but daily fluctuations
make it difficult to detect changes in use. We expect work-
from-home will either remove the diurnal swing, as occurs
in Figure 1a after 2020-03-15, or the overall use (and possibly
also the size of the swing) will fall as fewer people come into
work. Either way, we need to track the mean behavior over
the course of a full 24 hours, assuming we “average in” any
daily swing.
We track the underlying baseline by applying a standard

seasonality model to the data that decomposes the signal
into a baseline convolved with a daily and possibly weekly
signal. We considered two models: the “naive” seasonality
model [57] and the Seasonal-Trend decomposition using
LOESS (STL) [30, 57]. Although both are similar, we adopted
the STL for our work after comparing the two and finding it
slightly more robust.
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Figure 1b shows the decomposition from our sample block
(Figure 1a) into trend, seasonal, and residual components.
We use the trend (top of Figure 1b) to detect changes that
occur independent of the diurnal swing (seasonal) and noise
(residual).

2.5 Detecting Changes in Usage
Finally, using the STL trend as an estimate of the baseline,
we can look for changes in that baseline.

We apply a standard change-point detection algorithm,
CUSUM [33, 42]. CUSUM looks for changes in the baseline
flags when the upward or downward trend begins, and iden-
tifies the specific point in time with largest changes.

Figure 1c shows an example of the STL trend indicating de-
tected change. The bottom graph shows cumulative increase
and decrease (purple and yellow colors), and we highlight
start and end of changes on the trend line.
This graph shows the change point detected by our al-

gorithm for 128.9.144.0/24. This is a change-sensitive block,
with diurnal behavior and a consistent address swing. We
can observe the diurnal swing goes away around 2020-03-
15 from both Figure 1a and the upper bar chart. The upper
bar chart shows the time series of the number of active IP
addresses of 128.9.144.0/24 over three months. The middle
bar chart shows the trend of the time series. The red dot
represents the time when a change point is claimed by the
algorithm. The bottom bar chart is the cumulative sums of
the normalized trend over time. The change point detected
around 2020-03-15 reflects the ground truth that work-from-
home begins at ISI/USC.
We assume that there are more work blocks which are

change-sensitive than home blocks, so we consider a down-
ward change to indicate increased work-from-home, with a
much later upward change to signal a return-to-work. This
assumption is true if home networks are likely to either use
a single, always-on IP address, as is the case in the U.S. and
western Europe, or that home networks are not using public
IP addresses, as is the case in some countries like Iran.
Internet outages also appear as a downward change fol-

lowed by an upward change. We assume closely timed down
and upward changes indicate outages since most outages are
short, while Covid-induced work-from-home lasted weeks
or months.

2.6 Using Multiple Observers
Our description of estimating block usage in §2.2 describes
accumulating addresses from a single observer. However,
typically Trinocular has multiple observers in different ge-
ographic locations (to provide different perspectives). Each
observer has the same list of destinations, but they run inde-
pendently. Therefore, they are almost always out of phase
with each other.

We can strengthen our results by combining data from
multiple observers, either to accumulate observations rapidly,
or to validate results of one against the others.

To provide more complete data, we can combine multiple
results into a single, more timely set of observations. Because
Trinocular stops probing as soon as it gets a positive response,
blocks with many positive responses are probed more slowly,
requiring nearly two days to probe all 256 address in the
theoretical worst case. To observe diurnal behavior, we need
to scan all addresses at least twice per day. Since observers
are independent, combining multiple observers can reduce
time to scan the full block.

Alternatively, separate observers can be treated as equiv-
alent but independent, validating their results against each
other. We know that different vantage points sometimes see
different replies [43, 62]. We can therefore compare results of
observations from different sites to confirm that our results
hold and avoid any vantage-point-specific bias.

We follow the first approach, combining results from mul-
tiple observers, since the additional information improves
reconstruction of the true signal (see §4.2) and increases
our coverage (§5). This choice brings the time to scanning a
full block under 12 hours, a requirement to observe diurnal
effects.

3 CASE STUDIES
Before validating our approach we examine several blocks
from the University of Southern California where we can
confirm changes with the network operators.
We know that USC switched to online classes on 2020-

03-11. Spring recess started on 2020-03-16, with many stu-
dents leaving campus. Classes resumed the following week
(2020-03-23) with distance learning and work-from-home
continuing.

3.1 Address Dynamics in a Research Lab
First we examine a /24 address block (128.9.144.0/24 allocated
to a research lab at USC/ISI with a mix of researchers and
students, using dataset 2020q1-w (Figure 1). Network opera-
tors confirm that these addresses are statically assigned to
individual computers.

Some addresses are allocated to laptops that people bring
in to work, and each of these laptops is assigned a unique
IP addresses with DHCP. Other addresses in the block are
for office computers that are always on. Figure 1a shows the
number of active addresses in this block over 2020q1.
We see between 8 and 18 addresses are active, with a

baseline of 10 active addresses and workday “bumps” of 7
or 8 addresses. These bumps do not appear on weekends
or holidays (2020-01-19 and 2020-02-15 are U.S. national
holidays). These results confirm our ability to see work-from-
office our in address space data.
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(b) STL trend with annotations (top) and CUSUM sums (bottom).

Figure 3: A VPN block (128.125.52.0/24) and detection.

We see that the diurnal bumps go away starting 2020-03-
15 with the start of work-from-home—the laptops are now
using addresses in home networks, not ones in this address
block. In addition, we see the baseline drops from 10 to 7,
suggesting some always-on computers were shut down.

Our change-point detection in Figure 1c shows three changes
in usage: an increase at the beginning of January as re-
searchers return to work after winter break, a slight dip
around 2020-02-13 when several always-on computers are
turned off and there is a 3-day weekend. Finally, there is a
large change around 2020-03-15 corresponding to the start
of work-from-home.

This block illustrates the diurnal pattern with significant
daily swing thatwe look for, and shows how change-detection
identifying the start of work-from-home.

3.2 A Pre-Covid VPN
We next consider a /24 block (128.125.52.0/24)) that is part of
USC’s VPN (Figure 3). We initially determined it was VPN
based on reverse DNS addresses, and then later confirmed
this use with USC network operators.

Figure 3a shows the number of active addresses over time.
We see that after 10 weeks of steady use, the address use
drops off significantly, just as work-from-home begins. This
outcome seems backwards from what one would expect—
VPN use should go up with work-from-home. USC network

operators explained that they shifted the campus VPN to
a newer, larger address space because of an anticipated in-
crease in use. Thus use of this address space went down
because use shifted to another block.
Figure 3b confirms that this change in use is detected by

our change-point detection. We observe the number of active
IP addresses has a significant drop around 2020-03-15 based
on Figure 3a and the upper bar chart of Figure 3b. The change
point detected around 2020-03-15 reflects ground truth that
work-from-home begins at USC.

Our detection algorithms find it, although they cannot
(by themselves) show that these users moved to a different
address block.

4 VALIDATING DESIGN CHOICES
We next discuss design choices, evaluating them using our
datasets: Do we track block state quickly enough to see di-
urnal changes? How accurate is the reconstruction? How
many blocks do we see, and where are they?

4.1 Block Refresh Rate
We examine how quickly we complete scans of each /24
block, a full block scan. Prior work has suggested sparsely
occupied blocks are fully scanned in about two hours in the
worst case [20], but that analysis covered only the subset of
all blocks that were intermittently responsive. Here we care
about change-sensitive blocks, a different subset, prompting
a new analysis.

Prior work placed bounds on the time in the context of the
Full-Block Scanning algorithm to to address false outages in
sparse blocks [20]. This analysis showed 17 rounds (3.1 hours)
as an upper bound for scanning sparse blocks, based on 15
probes per each round, over 11 minutes, and 256 addresses to
cover in the block. This analysis uses 15 probes per round (the
maximum) because it assumes blocks are sparse and so most
addresses do not respond. A more general worst case will
consider blocks where all 256 addresses always respond, so
only one address is probed per round and a full scan requires
256 rounds (1.8 days). Such blocks are not change-sensitive,
but this rare worst case suggests we need to look at block
scanning duration empirically.

We computed time to scan all ever-responsive addresses in
each block across all blocks in 2020q1 for three cases: when
scanned from single observer, from three observers, or from
five observers (as per §2.6). Figure 4 shows these results.
We see that about 80% change-sensitive blocks can be fully
scanned in 8 hours or less when data is combined from five
observers (the left-most dark blue curve, compared to the
left dashed line at 8 hours). By contract, 8 hours provides
about 60% of blocks with three observers, and about 35%
with one. Given 12 hours, 5 observers cover almost all blocks
(95%), compared to 80% with three and 50% with one. We
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Figure 5: Comparing two reconstructed /24 blocks
with their ground truth.

conclude that multiple observers are important to ensure we
see diurnal changes.

4.2 Reconstruction Quality
Time to refresh is one factor that affects reconstruction of
the signal from observations. We examine reconstruction
accuracy by comparing reconstruction to ground truth from
a complete scan. For ground truth we use freely available
Internet address surveys. A survey covers about 2% of the
responsive blocks in the IPv4 Internet, with data for every
address in each block every 11minutes, over twoweeks. Here
we compare the 5,440 blocks that overlap survey 2020it89-w
(Table 1) and the change-sensitive blocks reconstructed from
five observers (2020q1-egjnw).
4.2.1 Reconstructed blocks. We begin by examining sample
blocks in detail. We generate reconstructions of all 5,440
overlapping blocks and examine time series of number of
active addresses for a random sample of 50 blocks. Two
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Figure 6: Cumulative distribution of the correlation
coefficient over the reconstructed time series and the
ground truth.

representative examples are shown in Figure 5, with the dark
blue line showing ground truth from the survey, and the
light orange line showing our reconstruction.
The top graph in Figure 5 shows a good reconstruction—

the correlation coefficient is 0.89 and block is fully scanned
in 3300 s (just less than an hour). We see that the shape of
the reconstruction matches very well, with the orange line
having the same daily peaks indicating working hours, sharp
changes, and flat behavior between workdays.
When doing change-detection, this allows us to observe

both daily and weekly trends. While the reconstruction is
consistently lower than truth, that does not affect change
detection. We believe this underestimate is because Trinocu-
lar stops probing when it gets a positive reply, so during the
work-day it is slow to discover all of the active addresses.

The lower figure shows a more challenging block. This
block is heavily used (120 to 160 active addresses), and it sees
a large daily shift, with consistent changes every day of the
week. Here the correlation coefficient is 0.40, a worse fit than
our first example. Because many addresses are active, a full
scan requires around 8 hours. For this block, the reconstruc-
tion (the light yellow line) “spreads out” some of the true
behavior of the block, flattening the peaks and raising the
valleys. Again, this reconstruction error is because the block
has so many active addresses, Trinocular adds less informa-
tion per round over the course of the day. Reconstruction
is poorer for this block than for the prior example block,
because each Trinocular round terminates after finding one
active address. Even though the reconstruction is not perfect,
both blocks’ reconstruction and ground truth are identified
as change-sensitive. It is still successfully handled by our
algorithms, but more error might cause us to misclassify the
block as not change-sensitive.
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Dataset: 2020it89
-w

2020q1
-w*

2020q1
-egjnw*

2020m1
-egjnw*

duration (weeks) 2 12 12 4
completeness (sites) full 1 site . . . 5 sites . . .

(*intersected with it89-w)
responsive 32,437

not diurnal 25,170 30,137 29,493 29,049
diurnal 7,257 2,300 2,944 3,388
narrow swing 15,104 12,597 11,112 11,112
wide swing 17,333 19,840 21,325 21,325
not change sensitive 26,997 30,630 30,434 29,890
change sensitive 5,440 1,807 2,003 2,547

Table 2: The number of each types of /24 blocks de-
tected by Trinocular reconstruction and Internet ad-
dress surveys.

These block show reconstruction quality varies by block,
with larger, denser blocks resulting in longer scan times
and poorer reconstruction. However, they also show that
even with only moderately good reconstruction, like the
second example in Figure 5 , we still classify the block as
change-sensitive and are able to detect changes. We conclude
that even though Trinocular is specifically made for outage
detection, the reconstruction is often good enough for our
detection purposes.

4.2.2 Quantifying the fit. To quantify goodness-of-fit, we
compute the correlation coefficient for 5,440 change sensitive
blocks in both datasets. Figure 6 shows the CDF of correlation
coefficients for these blocks, comparing reconstruction with
one site (the top, left yellow line) to five sites (the right,
darker blue line). A higher correlation coefficient indicates a
more accurate reconstruction, and we see that the median
block has a correlation coefficient of only 0.22 when observed
from a single site, but 0.45, when results of all five sites are
combined.

4.2.3 Algorithm success: Diurnal blocks, large daily swing,
and change detection. Although the 0.45 correlation coeffi-
cient with five sites is much better than 0.22, it is imperfect.
However, our goal is that the reconstruction supports change
detection, perfection is not required. (Both reconstructions in
Figure 5 support change detection, even though the bottom
block has a correlation coefficient of only 0.40.)
We measure how well our algorithm (change detection)

and its components (diurnal and wide swing) compare in Ta-
ble 2.We compare four cases: twoweeks of full data (2020it89-
w), one observer for a quarter (2020q1-w), five observers for
a quarter (2020q1-egjnw), and five observers for a month
(2020m1-egjnw). The 32k responsive blocks are probed by
both Trinocular observers and Internet address surveys.

Table 2 shows that for the same /24 blocks, the number of
change sensitive blocks and their components vary depend-
ing on the duration and completeness.
For diurnal, Internet address surveys detects the most

diurnal blocks, which is around 22%, whereas Trinocular
detects 7.1%, 9.1%, and 10.5% for one observer for a quarter,
five observers for a quarter, and five observers for a month,
respectively. The best reconstruction (2020m1-egjnw, one
month) captures around half diurnal blocks in Internet ad-
dress surveys.
Two factors influence the number of diurnal blocks: re-

construction and duration. We already saw (§4.2) that more
observers provide a better reconstruction, so we see some-
what more diurnal blocks with 5 observers than with just 1
(comparing 2020q1-egjnw to 2020q1-w). However, a longer
duration also matters—a diurnal block must change every
day, but with longer duration there may be more days where
the block is flat because the underlying block usage changes.
We see this effect comparing 2020q1-egnwj with 2020m1-
egnwj, where the longer duration (12 weeks in q1 vs. 4 in
m1) give the block more days to not show change.

The effect of observation duration is a concern when look-
ing for end of work-from-home in late 2020 and in 2021—we
expect networks to change due to work-from-home. How-
ever, if we detect that change because a diurnal block ceases
to be diurnal, wemay be unable to detect the block’s recovery
since our algorithm will discard it as no longer diurnal.
We see that reconstruction successfully identifies blocks

with daily swing. In Table 2, 53.4% responsive blocks have
wide daily swing in surveys, and we see slightly more in
reconstruction—61.1%, 65.7%, and 65.7% for one observer for
a quarter, five observers for a quarter, and five observers
for a month, respectively. All reconstructions observe about
the same number of daily-swing blocks because blocks with
swing are well covered since they draw many probes. (Recall
Trinocular probes until it finds an active addresses, and in
these blocks, many addresses are non-responsive at night.)

Change sensitive blocks must be diurnal and show a large
daily swing. We know that diurnal detection is more diffi-
cult in reconstruction, and we see this challenge reflected
in smaller numbers of change-sensitive blocks with recon-
struction: 5.5%, 6.1%, and 7.8% for one observer for a quarter,
five observers for a quarter, and five observers for a month,
compared to 16.7% in ground truth.
We conclude our use of reconstruction decreases sensi-

tivity, capturing only about half the change sensitive blocks
we should see if we probed every address always (compare
2020m1-egjnw to 2020it89-w). However, adaptive probing
is required to make probing tractable, since probing every
address every 11 minutes is technically possible but would
draw too many abuse complaints to be sustainable. It is also
required to allow re-examination of historical data before
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and during the onset of Covid. We therefore reflect this in-
complete sensitivity as the necessary cost of reusing existing
data.
Based on our findings that longer duration become less

sensitive, and since we know the Internet changed in re-
sponse to Covid-19 work-from-home, we identify change-
sensitive blocks based on the 2020m1-egjnw dataset for eval-
uation across all of 2020 (Table 3).

4.3 How Many Change-Sensitive Blocks?
Our algorithm detects changes in change-sensitive blocks–
blocks with a noticeable diurnal swing. Such blocks exist
when ISPs assign IP addresses to users during the work-
day and release them during the night (or vice versa). We
next examine two questions: How many change-sensitive
blocks are there? Does that number change over time? We
also revisit the effect of observation duration on number of
change-sensitive blocks.

Decrease over time: The left three columns of Table 3
show three quarters of data from 2019q4 to 2020q2. Each
quarter uses a 12-week observation. We see the number
of change-sensitive blocks decreases somewhat over this
period: from 370k to 327k to 275k. We expect some of the
decrease from 2020q1 to 2020q2 may reflect Covid-19 work-
from-home as people move from universities and workplaces
with more public IP addresses to homes where always-on
modems shield their workday status.

Turnover:There is a fairly large rate of turnover in change-
sensitive blocks.We see that in comparing the first sixmonths
of 2020 (2020h1-w) with each three-month quarter (2020q1-
w and 2020q2-w). The number of change sensitive blocks
for 2020h1-w is the intersection of the two quarters, and
with 169k blocks, it is only 53% or 61% of each quarter. We
believe this drop is because when blocks are not consistently
diurnal for the entire observation period we classify them as
non-diurnal. We see a similar drop to 199k when merging
2019q4 and 2020q1, consistent with duration as the primary
factor.

Input targets: A complicating factor in this analysis is
that the underlying target list changes over time: in each
quarter, the target list is updated to reflect currently respon-
sive blocks, and in 2020q1 the target list was expanded from
4.0M blocks to 5.2M to take advantage of algorithm changes
that correctly handle sparse blocks [20] (compare the number
of responsive blocks in 2019q4-w and 2020q1-w). This expan-
sion only modestly increases the number of change sensitive
blocks (it adds 11,547 or 3.6% to 2020q1-w, and 16,852 or 3.8%
to 2020m1-ejgnw) because only a few of the newly added
blocks are diurnal.

We conclude that the set of change sensitive blocks change
over time. It is due to the Covid pandemic, as discussed in
§4.2.3.

Measurement Duration: We previously observed that
longer periods decrease the number of diurnal blocks when
we observed for longer periods. We see that effect again
here, comparing 2020m1-w to 2020q1-w to 2020h1-w. As dis-
cussed in §4.2.3, to factor out this change we detect change-
sensitive blocks based on 2020m1-egjnw and apply that to all
of 2020h1-egjnw for our data in §5. (The longer duration in
2020h1-egjnw would reduce the number of change sensitive
blocks by 42%, in part because of the very changes in address
use we are working to detect.)

4.4 Where are Change-Sensitive Blocks?
Prior analysis of diurnal blocks has shown their frequency
varies by country [52]. Countries have different amounts of
IPv4 address space, and they also adopt different telecommu-
nications and cultural policies about keeping devices “always-
on”. Change sensitive blocks occur when devices are directly
attached to the public Internet, so we do not see change-
sensitive blocks in ISPs where devices use private address
space behind an always-on router on the public IPv4 Internet.
Figure 7 shows all change-sensitive blocks we see in the

2020m1-egjnw dataset. We geolocate all change-sensitive
blocks (with Maxmind GeoCities Light) and count blocks in
each 2x2 degree latitude/longitude grid, showing the number
of blocks as the area of a red circle in each grid cell.

We see that the best coverage is in East Asia (China, Korea,
and Japan), with moderate coverage in Brazil and North
Africa, and sparse coverage in the United States, Europe,
and India. Coverage reflects the intersection of where IPv4
addresses are allocated and where users of those IP addresses
turn off devices at night. Relative sparse results from the
U.S. and Europe reflect widespread use of always-on home
routers. Although these occupy a large number of public IPv4
addresses, their 24x7 operation means they are not diurnal
and so do not show when they are actually in use. Users may
be turning off devices at home, however, those devices are
mostly hidden behind these always-on routers with Network
Address Translation. Instead, diurnal blocks in the U.S. and
Europe often indicate universities or other organizations
where users occupy public IP addresses during the work
week.

We believe the heavier coverage in East Asia reflects local
ISP policies, with most users using dynamically assigned,
public IP addresses.

4.5 Algorithm Validation from a Random
Sample

We next validate the correctness of our algorithm by exam-
ining a random sample of events and comparing them to
ground truth news about Covid-related changes. We vali-
date the correctness of our algorithm by showing an event
detected in our change-detection algorithm corresponds to
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Dataset: 2019q4-w 2020q1-w 2020q2-w 2020h1-w 2020m1-w 2020h1-egjnw 2020m1-egjnw
duration (weeks) 12 24 4 24 4
completeness (sites) 1 5
allocated blocks 14,483,456

not routed 3,388,236 3,361,864 3,333,669 3,333,669 3,361,864 3,333,669 3,361,864
routed blocks 11,095,220 11,121,592 11,149,787 11,149,787 11,121,592 11,149,787 11,121,592

not responsive 7,049,754 5,922,911 5,925,238 6,024,576 5,922,911 6,024,576 5,922,911
responsive 4,045,466 5,198,681 5,224,549 5,125,211 5,198,681 5,125,211 5,198,681

not diurnal 3,631,272 4,799,382 4,849,579 4,877,967 4,796,117 4,889,070 4,647,861
diurnal 414,194 399,299 374,970 247,244 402,564 236,141 550,820
narrow swing 1,375,566 2,170,901 1,700,045 2,269,473 2,977,067 1,825,465 1,656,565
wide swing 2,669,900 3,027,780 3,524,504 2,855,738 2,221,614 3,299,746 3,542,116
not change sensitive 3,675,118 4,880,856 4,948,888 4,956,244 4,888,659 4,937,024 4,751,291
change sensitive 370,348 317,825 275,661 168,967 310,022 188,187 447,390

Table 3: Blocks before and after filtering (in /24s). Change-sensitive is interpreted as /24 blocks that are diurnal and
with wide swing. Allocated addresses from IPv4 Address Space Registry [44]; Routing data from Routeviews [15–
17].
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Figure 7: Change-sensitive blocks by geolocation. Circles show the number of blocks in each 2x2 degree geo-
graphic grid. Dataset: 2020m1.

a Covid-related switch to work-from-home. We also show
sometimes Internet changes correspond to non-Covid-related
shutdowns (we examine one event in detail in §5.2). We con-
sider non-Covid shutdowns true positive — if we can verify
them. Although some of them might be related to ISP main-
tenance [54], if they cannot be verified, we consider them as
noise (false positive). We claim to detect all types of Internet
shutdown, some of which are not Covid-related, not only
Covid-related shutdowns.
While we can evaluate the correctness of the algorithm

(are the changes it sees consistent with news reports), we
cannot evaluate completeness. Our algorithm applies to only
change-sensitive blocks, and we know that most ISP cus-
tomers in countries such as the U.S. and in western Europe
use always-on modems, decreasing our ability to see work-
from-home. In addition, not every change-sensitive block is
necessarily affected by work-from-home, since some blocks
may show behavior at essential businesses. We therefore do

not claim completeness. Nevertheless, we believe the ability
to see Covid-related events around the globe correctly is
useful even if we cannot guarantee full coverage.
Validation begins by selecting 50 random blocks with

CUSUM-detected from all blocks that see changes. While
our case studies in §5 examine specific locations where we
know events happen, our random selection here provides an
unbiased evaluation of the algorithm.

We then geolocate each block (all are geolocatable in our
sample). We see the block are global, in 19 different countries
or regions. Locations follow Figure 7, with 22 in China, 5 in
Russia, 4 in Malaysia, 3 in India, and 2 each in Brazil and
Hong Kong (SAR)
To avoid transient behavior at the beginning and end of

our data we discard changes seen in the first week of January.
We use global Covid-19 lockdown dates from multiple media
sources [1–5, 7–10, 12, 14, 29, 31, 48, 59, 60].We find 44 blocks
with lockdown dates in this quarter, discarding 6 blocks for
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Russia and Singapore that have lockdown not visible in this
quarter (March 30 and April 7).

Our algorithm detects changes in 14 blocks (31%) of these
44 blocks. In 13 of the 44 (29%) we confirm a CUSUM-detected
change in the raw data within 4 days of the reported Covid-19
lockdown date. (We discard one case since visual inspection
suggests a network outage and not a Covid-related change,
although it is at the right time.) These cases represent true
positives. We confirm that all blocks see a change in the raw
data, although for one block the algorithm detect a change
but visually it is not obvious.

We also find 6 blocks that are missed by our algorithm but
could have been found; these represent false negatives that
we could possibly find by tuning our detection parameters.
Visually examination of raw data from all blocks shows 5
additional blocks with visual changes missed by the algo-
rithm. The sixth is a block in China that just missed our
4-day window.

For 9 blocks our algorithm detects changes at dates other
than the Covid-related days, and we confirm those changes
with manual examination of the raw data. Networks change
for many reasons, including ISPmaintenance [54], and our al-
gorithm detects these types of reconfiguration. These blocks
show correct detection of network changes, and they are le-
gitimate events. However, they are “noise” relative to Covid
work-from-home, and need to be filtered out as described
below.

Our algorithm detects no changes in the rest of blocks that
do not show changes in the raw data.

Overall, we show that our algorithm is successful at finding
Covid-related changes—we confirm this result in §5 where we
show events that it discovers which we can confirm in news
reports. However, Covid-caused changes do not always affect
all blocks in a region. While the signal we watch for in blocks
often changes in response to work-from-home, work-from-
home does not change all blocks, so the sensitivity of this
signal is moderate (29%, 13 of 44 blocks). Finally, other events,
such as ISP maintenance, also trigger our algorithm. Fortu-
nately, while such false positives occur, ISP maintenance
is not usually correlated geographically. In §5.2 we show
an example of a large non-Covid event, that is a legitimate
Internet lockdown, but due to other political causes.
The implication of this validation is that our algorithm

functions best as a detector for unknown Covid-19 work from
home and for verification of the implementation of work-from-
home. In both cases, they should be accompanied by manual
validation. Our results suggest that our algorithm is too im-
precise to be suitable for unsupervised classification, and
correlation across multiple networks and localized geogra-
phy should be used to filter out the scattered false positives

that will occur due to ISP maintenance. We use these princi-
ples in the next section to investigate events our algorithm
discovers.

4.6 Validating Discoverability
§4.5 suggests our algorithm is imperfect at detection, but use-
ful for discovery. We show discovery with selected examples
in §5, but those examples are selected because they stand out
on our data. To validate the ability of the algorithm to assist
discovery, we next select two random locations from all grid
cells with change-sensitive blocks and look at the raw data.

United Arab Emirates: We randomly select grid cell
24N,54E in United Arab Emirates, then select 25 of the 188
change-sensitive blocks in this region. This country started
a sterilization campaign on 2020-03-22 and then had a night
curfew on 2020-03-26 [13].
As before, we validate all blocks by comparing detection

dates to news reports and checking against raw data. We
find 11 blocks of the 25 showing changes near the lockdown
date, within 4-day duration (true positives), and 4 blocks
with changes at other dates (false positives). The peak of
Covid-related events is strong (35% of blocks), allowing false
positives to be discarded. We see 6 blocks showing no change
(true negatives if we accept that our algorithm does not apply
to all blocks). Finally, 4 blocks show changes in the raw data,
but fail to be detected (false negative).

Slovenia: The second grid cell we randomly select is
46N,14E in Slovenia. We then examine 25 of the 735 change-
sensitive blocks in the region. Slovenia first closed all ed-
ucational institutions on 2020-03-16 and then placed more
suspension later [11].

Of the 25 randomly selected blocks, we find 7 blocks of the
25 showing changes near 2020-03-16 (true positives), with
6 changes at other dates (false positives). We see 10 blocks
showing no change (true negative) and 2 blocks showing
changes in the raw data, but failing to be detected (false
negative). As with United Arab Emirates, the peak of changes
associated Covid work-from-home is obvious and supports
filtering false positives (Appendix A).

Discussion: These two examples confirm our prior re-
sults: correlated changes that relate to Covid-related lock-
down show up as peaks in our algorithm. We see a number
of false positives, but they could be filtered because they
occur at different times. Also, a number of blocks show no
change.

5 RESULTS: REAL WORLD EVENTS
Finally, we show that our analysis can confirm and discover
changes in Internet usage that correspond to Covid-19 work-
from-home events. We look at real-world events in three
different countries. We begin with China in January, where
our results confirm changes in Internet usage that correspond
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(a) A heatmap of 2x2 degree cells on 2020-01-27.
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Figure 8: Fraction of block changes in China.

to the earliest Covid-19 outbreaks and lockdown. We then
look at India and the Philippines later in the quarter—we
discover these through our algorithms, then confirm they
correspond to Covid-19 lockdown.

For each case, we show our world-map with a 2x2 degree
geographic grid and the number of changed blocks as a heat-
map. The color indicates the proportion of detected change
points in the 2x2 degree geographic grid on this day, from
dark blue to white to red. We also show the line chart of the
number of changes over time for a given region.

5.1 2020-01-27 in China
According to media reports, Wuhan went on lockdown on
2020-01-23 [12]. We show in Figure 8 change-sensitive blocks
in China with the whole quarter for Wuhan (30E,114N) and
all of China on January 27.

Figure 8a shows our 2x2 degree grid of changes on 2020-01-
27. The large number of light blue and pink red cells shows
that there is a large network change around this day.
Figure 8b counts up the number of downward detection

we observe across all blocks for each day over six months. It
shows that there is a peak around 2020-01-27, indicating the

network usage drops significantly on that date—about 5% of
change-sensitive blocks show reduced usage.

While Wuhan peaks with 5% of the blocks out on January
27, several other grids in China showed larger changes on
that day. The pink grid cell at 24N,108E (16%) is in Guangxi
Province. It sees a larger change in part because it has fewer
change-sensitive blocks: 177 vs. 2,923 in Wuhan’s grid cell.

We also see other changes around China at the same time.
Two white squares correspond to Xi’an (8% change in 2,290
change-sensitive-blocks at grid 34N,108E, just northwest of
Wuhan) and suburbs (9% change in a 140 change-sensitive
blocks at grid 34N,110E). We also see changes in Beijing,
the light-blue grid cell at (6% changes with 13,399 change-
sensitive blocks at 38N,116E), and more dramatic changes
to its northwest in Hebei province (11% with 57 change-
sensitive blocks at 40N,114E).

These examples show two things: first, our approach can
confirm changes in Internet use inWuhan, andwe see similar
changes at the same time in other large cities. Second, one
must consider block density to put changes in context. We
see the largest fraction of changes occur in sparser areas (for
example, Hebei’s 57 change-sensitive blocks), but we also
see large quantitative changes in dense areas (the 6% change
in Beijing corresponds to 13,399 blocks).

5.2 2020-02-28 and 2020-03-23 in India
We next examine India on 2020-02-28 and then three weeks
later in March. We examined this date in India because it
showed a large fraction changed-blocks as we examined
our data, so it demonstrates an event about which we were
unaware that was discovered by our algorithms. We will
show that what it finds both Covid-related work-from-home
and non-Covid Internet changes, both of which correspond
to news reports.
Beginning with 2020-02-28, Figure 9a shows a large net-

work change, and Figure 9b shows the 2x2 degree grid cell at
Aligarh in Uttar Pradesh (28N,78E, with 67 change-sensitive
blocks) over time. This cell a 13% of change-sensitive blocks
reduce usage.

News reports describe violence that broke out in Aligarh
on 2020-02-23 as protests to changes to a citizenship law.
The state shut down the mobile internet and suspended it
for six hours [24], and the report shows this shutdown was
extended until February 28 in Aligarh [6]. Although the event
is not Covid-19-related, it is a change in Internet usage in
response to a different type of social change. We therefore
consider it a true positive event in detecting Internet change.

We return to India on March 23, three weeks later. (Data is
in Appendix B due to space limits.) We see New Delhi (grid
cell 28N,76E, with 1,899 change-sensitive blocks) over time,
with a large drop (12%) in usage on the 23rd. We also see a
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(a) A heatmap of 2x2 degree cells on 2020-02-28.
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(b) Block changes over time for the Aligarh, Uttar
Pradesh, India grid cell.

Figure 9: Non-Covid block changes in India.

larger drop (17%) in Rajkot in western India (the pink grid
cell at 22N,70E with 98 change-sensitive blocks).

These events correspond to the first Covid-related curfew
in India, the Janata curfew on 2020-03-22 [4] and a nation-
wide lockdown on 2020-03-24.

These examples show that the largest relative changes
occur in less dense blocks (like Rajkot), but we also see large
absolute numbers of changes in more populated blocks (like
New Delhi). They also show that our algorithms are sensi-
tive to work-from-home changes in India, in part because
the country has a large population of Internet users who
are directly connect to the public Internet without using an
always-on router.

5.3 2020-03-19 in the Philippines
Finally, we turn to the Philippines in March. As with In-
dia, we discovered this event from our data, and it shows
what we believe was Covid-related work-from-home in the
Philippines.

Figure 10a shows our 2x2 degree grid of changes on 2020-
03-19. We see a light red cell in Manila (at 14N,120E) with a
sudden large drop in network usage—about 24% of the 344
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(a) A heatmap of 2x2 degree cells on 2020-03-19.
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Figure 10: Block changes in the Philippines.

change-sensitive blocks, as confirmed in Figure 10b. This
date is shortly after Manila’s lockdown on 2020-03-15 [61].
This lockdown was extended to the island of Luzon on 2020-
03-17.
We consider this event to be a true positive of Covid-

19-induced work-from home, detected by our algorithm. It
confirms our ability to discover changes that correspond to
Covid-related events.

6 CONCLUSIONS
This paper has explored how we can interpret responsive-
ness of individual IPv4 addresses to detect Internet changes,
such as those that occur as a result of work-from-home. Our
algorithms allow us to reconstruct diurnal trends from ex-
isting data collected to detect Internet outages, then detect
changes in daily Internet use.

We validated these algorithms through comparison of ran-
dom samples of detected events (§4.5), then applied them to
447k /24 blocks over 6 months of 2020 to examine known
events in China and to discover events in India and the Philip-
pines (§5).
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(a) A heatmap of 2x2 degree cells on 2020-03-23.
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(b) Block changes over time for the New Delhi, India
grid cell.

Figure 13: Fraction of block changes in India with
Covid-related events on 2020-03-23.
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Figure 11: The fraction of blocks that decrease (light
red) or increase (dark blue) usage at 24N,54E in United
Arab Emirates for 2020q1 and q2.
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Figure 12: The fraction of blocks that decrease (light
red) or increase (dark blue) usage at 46N,14E in Slove-
nia for 2020q1 and q2.

A VALIDATING DISCOVERABILITY:
ADDITIONAL DETAILS

Here we provide graphs documenting our random samples
used in valdidating discoverability in §4.6.
Figure 11 shows the large change near the curfew date,

with a 36% of blocks showing a decrease in use on 2020-03-
24. This example from UAE confirms our ability to discover
Covid-related changes.

Again, the Covid-related changes stand out from noise in
Figure 12, with a 14% of blocks showing a decrease in use.
This example from Slovenia confirms our approach.

B 2020-03-23 IN INDIA
Figure 13 provides the graphs supporting the Covid-related
changes we saw in India on 2020-03-23. We discuss these
events in §5.2
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